I. Introduction
In modern magnetism, the evolution of magnonics intends to investigate the behaviour of spin waves in nano-structured elements. The controlling of spin waves (called magnons) which are collective excitations of individual spins in ordered magnetic material Sang-Koog Kim [1] , have attracted interest in nanofabrication technologies. In semiconductor devices, the electronic band structures observed due to the periodicity in atomic structures. Similarly in photonic crystals, the electromagnetic wave propagation is controlled due to the artificially fabricated periodic structures is also issue of growing interest in condensed matter physics. The magnetic counter part of photonic crystal is the magnonic crystal. B. Lenk et.al [2] Recently, many theoretical and experimental studies have done on the magnonic crystals containing 1-D structures, such as periodic multilayers, periodic arrays of nanostrips, corrugated films, comb-like or serial loop structures and even 2-D or 3-D structures. In such assemblies, the band structures of spin wave modes are controlled by periodic structures artificially fabricated with different magnetic material parameters, shapes and exchange-bias field. Recently, Dmitriviet.al [3] proposed micromagnetic simulation for planar magnetic waveguide where studied the propagation of spin waves in MCs. Qi.Wang et.al [4 ] observed magnonic band gap by phenomena of Bragg reflection of spin waves, adjusting the distance between rectangular holes and width direction in a magnonic waveguide with periodic rectangular shaped holes. In this work, we simulated the magnonic alternative antidot waveguide that can be used for promising magnonic devices such as microwave communication. These MAWs simply composed of discrete alternative antidot with different width modulation in a nanostrip from a soft magnetic material [eg: permalloy (Py)]. The physics of occurrence of magnonics band gap with different width modulation and the allowed bands and forbidden bands of spin wave S.A. Nikitov et.al [5] are studied with respect to width modulation of alternative antidot using numerical micromagnetic simulation such as OOMMF software M. Donahue et.al [6] . The dispersion curves clearly show the allowed and forbidden bands of spin waves propagating through the MAWs. The presence of magnonic band gap in magnonic crystals due to different magnetic materials, shapes and exchange-bias field. In this work, we studied the controlling of spin waves in MAWs by changing the width in periodic alternative antidot which gives the magnonic band gap. The origin of the presence of allowed bands and forbidden bands due to width confinement (Ki-Suk Lee et.al [7] ) in alternative antidot in MAWs were found by micromagnetic numerical simulation.
Sample Description
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From the dispersion curves, there is no forbidden band expect for below the intrinsic potential barrier (40 GHz) for different periodic width [W 1 W 2 ], owing to quantization of lowest spin wave modes and its width confinement. 
III. Conclusions
From the above studied, we concluded that the propagation of spin waves can be controlled by tuning the alternative antidot width modulation in magnonic antidot waveguide (MAWs) reduced the forbidden band gap and increase allowed frequencies range for our desired applications. It has alluring potentialities over 
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